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The Irish Medicines Board [IMB] hosted a seminar on the implications of the proposed 

interim national licensing scheme fo r traditional medicinal products at the Hilton Dublin 

Hotel on 2nd May 2002. A total of 111 attendees were present ar the seminar including 

101MB staff, 2 representatives f.rem the Food Safety Authority of lreland and 5 

representatives from the Medicines Unit of tbe Department of Health and Children. 

Attendees included represenratives from the health trade industry and represen tatives 

from all interested organisations including [Wo conswner organisations [Consumers for 

Health Cho ice (CHq and Consumers' Association o f Ireland (CAD} 

The fonnat of the seminar was a series of presentations from representatives of each of 

the key areas influenced by the proposed interim national licensing scheme [see Annex 1 

for copies of slides]. The programme included presentations o n the various implications 

of the proposed interim national scheme for consumers, the herbal industry, phannacists 

as well as an update on the developmems in the area of traditional medicines regulation 

in the EU [see Annex 2, Seminar Programme]. The seminar closed with an extended 

panel discussion, which provided the attendees with an opportunity [0 pose questions [0 

any of the speakers. 

Session 1: Introduction 

Chair. Prof. Frank Hallinan, Chief Executive, 1MB 

Pro£. Frank Hallinan, CEO of the 1MB, opened the seminar, welcoming all attendees and 

speakers to the first 1MB meeting o n a:aditional and herbal medicines. Prof. Hallinan 

highlighted the long standing concern o f the 1MB [formerly the National Drugs Advisory 

Board (NDAB)] with regard [0 the need for appropriate regulation in this area, drawing 

particular anention to the NDAB annua1 report of 1976. 

Dr. Dairine Dempsey, Herbal Medicines Project Manager at me IrvID provided the 

attendees with an overview of the proposed interim llationallicensing scheme. 

Mr. Richard Woodficld, Herbal Policy Manager at the Medicines Control Agency in the 

UK spoke about the draft EU Council Directive o n Tcadicional Herbal Medicinal 

Products, which will ultimately supersede the interim national scheme. Mr. Woodfield 

opened by drawing the anention of the audience to the recently published White House 
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Complementary and Alternative Medicine Policy Report, highlighting mat many of the 

recommendations of this report were consistem with the European proposals in the 

herbal area. He wenr on to discuss the advantages of a regulated system for uaditional 

medicinal products and highlighted that such a system would provide long~tenn stability 

to the market and would remove the currenr disincentive for responsible companies to 

market quality products in Europe. He also drew the ancotion of the participants to the 

many reports of poor quality products including reports of products that contained 

undeclared prescription-only medicines and suggested chat a regulated environment 

would eliminate such problems and therefore increase public confidence in herbal 

medicines as well as enhance consumer sa feC)'. 'Ibis issue was particularly relevant to 

ethnic medicines he said. Mr. Wood fie ld was also confident that thmugh regulation 

consumers wou1d have the advamage o f buying products which could legitimately make 

agreed medicinal claims allowing a more informed and effective use of herbal medicines. 

Mr. Wood field highlighted some of the key issues of concern in the draft Directive 

including the limited scope of the Directive to herbal medicinal products. However, he 

highlighted that there was now a provision for the scope to be extended at some time in 

the furure and he welcomed this recent amendment. 

Mr. WoocIfieid spoke specifically about the industry concern with regard to the possible 

limitations of the pcoposed definition of traditional use. He suggested that the key area 

of concern is that this definition does not adequately define a traditional medicinal 

product in terms of ilS true tradition of use and acknowledged the herbal industry fear 

that it might limit the number of produclS that would ultima(eiy fall within the scope of 

the Directive. He also acknowledged the industry concern that this definition might 

unfairly discriminate against medicinal prodUClS from echnic traditions, which in some 

cases have thousands of years of documented use in their country of origin. However, 

he was confident that there was a sufficient degree of flexibility within the Directive to 

reduce if no t elimina(e these concerns. Mr. Woodfield also suggested that medicinal use 

by herbalists, including practitioners of ethnic medicine, could be presented as evidence 

of traditional use. 

Mr. Woodficld refuted the contention by the some sec tors of herbal industry that the 

proposed quality requirements were 'unrealistic and inappropriate' arguing that the 
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proposed quality standards were developed specifically for herbal medicinal products in 

conjunction with European herbal experts and the herbal industry. 

Finally he highlighted that the MCA and IMB views were often similar and he welcomed 

the initiative taken by the IMB in its proposal for an interim national licensing scheme 

for traditional medicines. 

Session 2: Implications for the Consllmer 

Chair: Dr. Joan Gilvarry, Medical Director, 1MB 

Ms. Heleo McConnack, a medical herbalist focused on the potential implications for 

herbalists of the proposed interim national licensing scheme. She highlighted the 

unregulated professional environment fo r herbalists across the EU and the current 

initiatives, particularly through the European Herbal Practitioners Association, [0 address 

this issue. Ms. McCoonack strongly advocated the possibility of statutory sclf.regulation 

for herbalists. 

Ms. McCormack welcomed the 1MB proposal for an interim national licensing scheme 

for traditional medicinal products. In addition, she highlighted that the proposal 

included a recommendation that herbalists should be exempt from the requirements to 

hold a Manufacturer's Licence and to hold individual product registrations for products 

dispensed to patients under their care. Ms. McCormack stressed the importance of such 

provisions and concluded that these exemptions were essential in order to ensure that 

that the proposed regulatory framework could operate effectively while allowing 

herbalists to continue to practice. 

Ms. Breda Oooley, the consumer representative on the Irish Medicines Board, presented 

the consumer perspective. She discussed the advantages of the proposed scheme and 

highlighted specifically the fact that through regulation there would be a guarantee for 

the consumer that the product they buy is of good quality and is safe for use for the 

specified indication. Ms. Dooley went on to discuss some of the potential areas of 

concero such as the possibility of an increase in the price of traditional medicinal 

products. She acknowledged that this was difficult to predict at this stage but suggested 

that consumers are generally willing to pay for quality. She clarified that this scheme was 
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developed for over-the-counter products and was not a mechanism for making herbs 

prescription-only medicines. Ms. Dooley stated that consumer choice would be 

maintained, that products would be labelled clearly and honestly and that there would be 

a mechanism for product traceability, in the event of a problem. Ms Dooley finished by 

posing a number of questions relating to the '30 year rule', the proposed definition of a 

traditional medicinal product, the possible removal of products from the market in 

Ireland and the possible need for a separate regulatory agency specifically for traditional 

medicinal products. Ms. Dooley was confident that these issues would be clarified 

during the course of the day. 

Ms. Geraldjoe LayeUe, a community pharmacist, spoke about the impact of a regulatory 

framework on the retail pharmacist. She highlighted that the current unregulated 

environment leaves the pharmacist with no assurance of the quality, safety and efficacy 

of herbal medicinal products. Ms. LaveUe highlighted that regulation would ensure that 

the available products arc of appropriate quality and arc sa fe. This would allow the 

pharmacist to confidently recommend such products as valuable and appropriate 

medicines for the treatment of minor self-limiting conditions. She particularly welcomed 

me fact mat, through regulation, pharmacists and consumers would have access to .all 

relevant product information including information with regard to potential interactions 

with o ther herbs as well as with conventional medication. 

Ms. Aidecn Hurley, a health food store owner, made a presentation on behalf of the Irish 

Association of Health Stores [lAHS}. Ms. HUIley first introduced the LAHS outlining its 

code of ethics, staff training procedures and sales protocols. She men focused on the 

positive aspects of the proposed interim national licensing scheme for traditional 

medicinal products acknowledging tbat through regulation consumers would have access 

to 'good quality, safe products' and that registered products will be officially recognised 

and would therefore be preferred ( 0 those sold by mail order or O\Ter the intemet. "[he 

LAHS welcomed the fact that products wou1d be able to make legitimate medicinal 

claims and mat consumers would have access to full information on the product they 

buy. Finally tbe IAHS welcomed the assut'ance for them that the products offered to 

them for sale would be 'above board' and highlighted that it is already an integral part of 

the LAHS code of ethics only to sell products which they believe have been 

manufactured in accordance with good manufacturing practices (GMPJ. Ms. Hurley 
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suggested tha[ the above positive implications wowd only be considered valid if the 

negative implications were addressed. 

The IAHS called for a definition o f a 'traditional medicinal product' rather than the 

existing definition of ' traditional usc' and was particularly critical o f the implications for 

traditio nal medicinal products from outside me EU. In addition the LAHS expressed 

dissa tisfaction at the European definition o f a herbal substance and at the scope of the 

proposed interim natio nal licensing scheme suggesting that it was a.) too broad in 

including non-herbal ingredients such as royal jelly as well as herbal teas and juices and 

b.) unclear in its distinction between medicinal herbs and foods. The LAHS questioned 

the srarus of combination products and products containing vitamins and minerals in 

excess of the recommended dietary allowance [RDA]. In addition to the above the 

LAHS are unhappy with the proposed quality requirements as they consider that some 

enterprises will no t be able to afford to upgrnde their facilities and/or procedures to 

manufacture traditional medicinal products so that they meet the required EU quality 

standards. The LAHS are pleased that the products registered under this scheme would 

be available over-the-counter but are not happy that this designation can be divided inro 

pharmacy-only and general sale. The IAHS were critical of the proposed organisational 

sttucture and called for the establishment o f an independent agency. Finally the IAHS 

highlighted the potencial problem with the issue o f 'health enhancement' in the existing 

advertising regulations (Medicinal Products (Advertising) Regulations, 19931· 

Dr. Qesmond Corrigan. the Direc[Qr of the School o f Pharmacy, TCn and Chair of the 

rMB ad hot Scientific Committee o n Herbal Medicinal Products, presented the keyno te 

address entitled "The N ational Licensing Scheme for Traditional Medicinal Products in 

Ireland'. Dr. Corrigan focused on the work o f the SCHMl' in developing the proposal 

and the terms o f reference within which that proposal was developed. He firSt 

highlighted that it was not within the remit of the SCHMP to make recommendations on 

the regulation of herbal practitio ners, review herbs currently restric ted to prescription 

control or to devise a completely new scheme requiring an independent agency to 

implement it. Dr. Corrigan highlighted that the proposal was an 'interim' one which 

should by definition lead, with minimal disrupcion, to the proposed EU Directive as 

discussed by Mr, Richard Woodfield. He stressed that there would have been no 

advantage, particularly for the herbal industry, in ignoring the EU pro posals. 
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Dr. Corrigan was positive about the proposed organisational structure including a unit 

for traditional medicines within the 1MB and an independent Sub-Committee on 

Traditional Medicinal Products. Bo th of these would be appropriately staffed, would 

include herbalists and would be muh:idisciplinary in their approach be said. Dr. Corrigan 

likened the proposed Sub-Committee to the Committee on Herbal Medicinal Products 

mentioned in the draft Directive and emphasised the need for appropriate scienti fic 

representation on both committees. 

Dr. Corrigan acknowledged the difficulties expressed by many interested parties, 

including the 1MB and the SCHMll, with the proposed definition of traditional use but 

again highlighted the need to he consistem with the EU. To develop an appropriate 

alternative is a much more difficult task that one might first imagine he said. Dr. 

Corrigan went on to discuss the scope of the proposed scheme highlighting that it was 

broader than the draft Directive because the original request from the Minister for 

Health and Children was broader as was the initial draft of the Directive. 

Dr. Corrigan stressed the importance of the implementation of quality standards, 

highlighting that these would do much to reduce adverse reactions caused by herbal 

medicinal products. He rejected the notion that these standards were too onerous and 

suggested that the many companies who comply with, or are willing to comply with, 

these standards should be rewarded for their commitment to protecting consumer safety. 

Or. Corrigan discussed the simplified nature of the sa fe ty assessment emphasising that 

clinical trial and toxicology data would not be required where the sa fety of the product 

could be proven by reference (0 long-teon use and experience. He also highlighted that 

the traditional indication claim could be justified by reference to bibliographic daLa. 

thereby eliminating the need for clinical trial data . 

Dr. Corrigan concluded that 'despite inaccurate and wild claims that the scheme would 

resuh in all traditional medicinal products being banned, the only products which could 

be threatened by this scheme are those which do not meet minimum quality standards or 

which are unsafe under nonnal conditions o f use or where the label or advertising is 

untruthful'. 
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Panel Discuss ion I: Dr. Dairine Dempsey 

Mr. Richard Woodfield 

Dr. Desmood Corrigan 

Ms. Helen McConnack 

Ms. Breda Dooley 

Ms. Geraldine LaveUe 

Ms. Aideen Hurley 

1. A member o f the ICGP, speaking on behalf o f GPs, asked for more information 

to be made available to GPs with regard to herbal medicinal products and 

recognised suppliers. She suggested that it would be useful to have a seminar for 

GPs in this regard. 

2. The Consumer Association of Ireland representative asked if the proposed 

patient information leaflet would contain a statement to the effect that the 

individual should consult with their doctor if they were concerned. Dr. Dempsey 

said that it was a requirement o f bo th the interim national proposal and the 

proposed Directive that the patiem should be advised (0 consult their doctor or 

healthcare professional if symptoms persist. She also indicated that the package 

insert would contain full infonnation on po tential interactions, contra-indications 

and side effects. 

3. A question was asked how this proposal would influence the po tential use o f 

herbs as ingredients in food products. Dr. Dempsey indicated that many herbs 

have and will always have a very obvious food use as well as a po tential medicinal 

use. She indicated that regulation would provide a framework within which any 

po tcntial problems that might arise with regard to the food/medicine borderline, 

which will always exist, could be addressed. 

4. A member o f the audience asked about the <30 year rule' and suggested that there 

was no obvious solution to this problem. Mr. Richard Woodfield indicated that 

with the existing flexibility in the proposed dcfinition as outlined in Ius 

presentation, he feh it would be less o f a pcoblcm than anticipated . 
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5. The importance issue of the 'backward looking' nature o f the Directive and the 

possible implications o f this on furure innovation in the herbal secto r was raised. 

Dr. Corrigan agreed that this might be problematic but suggested that in the 

absence of the '30 year rule' it would be necessary to require toxicological data, 

which would be far more onerous fo r industry. Dr. Dempsey added the 

proposed Directive was o nly one part o f a continuum of medicines legislation 

and that novel or innovative products could apply for full authorisation in 

accmdancc with standard medicines legislation, although this would require full 

clinical trial data. 

6. A member o f the audience acknowledged mat me safety o f me consumer was of 

paramount importance to everyone involved in the industry but expressed 

concern at the potential cost to the industry if me interim national licence did not 

translate into an E U licence and more specifically if such a licence was needed in 

each Member State. Dr. Dempsey assured him that an additional fee would not 

be charged once the EU Directive came into force. However, she acknowledged 

the difficulty with regard to sale throughout me EU but suggested that ultimately 

the aim of the proposed Directive was lO facilitate a single market. 

7. Finally the panel was asked if a raw herb was the traditionally used form, could an 

extract o f that herb also qualify for inclusion? Dr. Corrigan indicated that if the 

extract were enriched or concentrated it would not reflect the phytochemical 

composition of the raw herb and would therefore no t qualify. Dr. Dempsey 

added that in principle a simple extract cou1d qualify provided me applicant could 

show that cheir extract 'corresponded to' the raw herb in accordance with the 

proposed interim national scheme and/ o r the proposed Directive. 

Session 3: 

Chair: 

Implications for Industry 

Ms. Sue Rattigan, Chairperson, Irish Health Trade Association 

[IHTAJ 

Mr. Jonathon Griffith, speaking on behalf o f the IHTA opened the third session with an 

industry perspective on me proposed interim national scheme. Mr. Griffith highlighted 
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that those companies involved in the manufacture, sale and supply of traclitional 

meclicines fell into [Wo distinct categories: a.) those that exist within the pharmaceutical 

industry and b.) those that exist within the health trade. Mr. Griffith suggested that the 

former category were in a better position [0 accept and work with the proposed 

regulatory framework as they already manufacture/ wholesale to appropriate standards. 

In terms of cost the latter group, who operate in accordance with food law, will fmd the 

introduction of new legislation particularly challenging. However, the potential 

advamage of having peonitted meclicinal claims for legitimate traditional medicines was 

welcomed. Mr. Griffith also touched on the possibility that some products may be lost 

[0 the market because of safety concerns and agreed that this would be to the benefit of 

the consumer and the industry. His overall costbenefi.t analysis indicated that those 

companies already operating to appropriate standards would stand only to benefit while 

those outside that sector might not. Overall, however, M.r . Griffith welcomed the 

proposed scheme and suggested that in the absence of regula cion traditional medicines 

may be lost altogether. Finally he fmished by suggesting that we are moving towards a 

cr-.fodern Science of Traditional Medicine', which he felt was the best way forward. 

Mr. John lc)'nch, Director of Inspection at the 1MB then made a presentation outlining 

the requirements for holding a Manufacturer's Licence or a Wholesaler's Licence in 

accordance with the interim national proposal. Mr. Lynch indicated that holders of such 

licences would have [0 adhere to the existing European guidelines on good 

manufacruring practice [Gl\.1P) or good distribution practice [GDP}, as appropriate. He 

stressed that in the former case, a specific annex for herbal medicinal products was part 

of the guideline. He highlighted the advantages of licensing focussing specifically on the 

guaranteed quality of the product. Mr. Lynch encouraged companies to liase with the 

u..1.B Inspectorate Department at an early stage in order to facilitate compliance with the 

legislation. 

Dr. Elaine Breslin, Senior Medical Officer at the 1MB, outlined the process of applying 

for a product registration under the proposed scheme. Dr. Breslin drew particular 

attention to the fact that the proposed registration scheme is a simplified scheme 

designed to take due account of the established tractition of use of many of the products 

eligible for registration. She outlined the types of products that would be included within 

the scope of the proposal including traditional herbal products, traditional non-herbal 
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products and traditional combination products. Dr Breslin discussed the details that 

would be required as part of an application: administrative details, a full quality dossier 

and bibliographic data in support of the safety and traditional use if the product. The 

latter information would replace the extensive clinical trial and toxicological data required 

as parr of a conventional product authorisation application she said. Dr. Breslin 

indicated that the assessment process would involve pharmaceutical, herbal and medical 

expertise and emphasised that there would be on.going dialogue between applicant and 

assessor chroughout the process. Finally Dr. Breslin provided some detail on the 

regulatory systems currently operational in Canada and Australia highlighting specifically 

the simi larities in requirements between those systems and that of the lrish proposal. 

She specifically addressed the proposal for an agency independent of the Thm 

highlighting that the requircments of the regulatory framework would be similar 

irrespective of whether the regulator was the 1:MB, the Department of Health and 

Children or an independent agency. Dr. Breslin finished on the advantages for indusu-y 

and the consumer of a rcgulatory framework for uaditional medicinal products and 

emphasised that the proposed scheme would ensure the continued availability of quality 

products. 

Ms. Niamh Artbur, Pharmacovigilance Co·ordinatOr at the 1MB made the fina l 

presentation of the day. She indicated that pharmacovigilance. or adverse event 

reporting, was an integral part of an effective regulatory system bur rughlighred that it 

was a post. licensing activity. Ms. Anhur outlined briefly the actions that a company 

would need to rake to develop an appropriate phannacovigilance system and highlighted 

mat such systems were designed to monitor the safety of the medicinal producr 

throughout the life of the product and act as an early warning system where new safety 

issues emerge. In the case of traditional medicinal products where the tradition of use 

indicates that the product is safe, pharmacovigilance activity should confinn this she said. 

Panel Discussion 2: Mr. Jonathon Griffith 

Mr. John Lynch 

Dr. E laine Breslin 

Ms. Niamh Arthur 

Dr. Desmond Corrigan 

Dr. Dairine Dempsey 
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1. A member of the audience asked what the current position was with regard 

to products containing vitamins and minerals in excess of the RDA 

particularly with the Food Supplement Directive under development, which 

might change the current RDAs ( 0 uppcr safe levels [USLsJ. Dr. Breslin 

acknowledged the difficulty in this area due to the overlap berween the Food 

Supplement Directive and the draft Directive on Traditional Herbal 

Medicinal Products and indicated that it was not the intention to require full 

product authorisation applications for such products until such a time as the 

European Standing Committee on Food had set USLs. 

2. A question from the panel discuss ion at the end of session 2 with regard to 

new indications for specific herbal substances and/or new herbal substances 

from outside the EU was revisited. It was suggested that there should be a 

mechanism by which such products could gain legitimate access to the Irish 

market where the infonnation presented originates outside the EU for 

example, by initial intense monitoring the safety of product. Dr. Dempsey 

agreed that this would a positive means by which the issue of innovation and 

development of the traditional medicines sector could be addressed but 

indicated that this would need to be raised at a European leveL 

3. A representative from the industry congratuJated the 1MB for hosting such a 

successful meeting and on behalf of the attendees expressed his gratirudc for 

the opportunity to discuss the implications of the proposed imcrim national 

licensing scheme with all the key stakeholders in the traditional medicines 

area . 

Feedback on the day and subsequem correspondence from a number of auendees has 

indicated that the seminar was considered to be both positive and success ful in its aim to 

provide a forum for discussion for all interested parties. Indeed on the day an industry 

representative stated that he felr there was no doubt as to the commitment of the 1MB to 

this area. 
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Overall the [MB was pleased that there was significam agreement on the need for 

regulation in this area and on the key issues !.hat need to be addressed in any rcgularory 

framework. The seminar provided an opportunity to address many of the concerns of 

the industry and particularly to clarify any misinfonnaoon. It is significant to note that 

throughout the day no new issues or concerns were raised. 
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· SMALL SCALE 
• PERSONAL SERVICE 

• CRAFT SKILLS 

• AUTONOMY 

• 1968 M:EDlCINES ACT 
• SECTIONS 12 AND 56 
• SI 2130 1977 

• HERBALlST UNDEFINED 

• STRUCTURAL DISSONANCE 
• DIVERSITY 
• fREE PRACTICE 

• TRADITION 
• TRAINING 
• EXPERIENCE 

• PARTNERSHIP 

• SSR 
• QUALITY ASSURANCE 

· HERB SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS 

• TRAINING STANDARDS 

• COMMON ACCESS 

· PROTECT TRADITIONS 
• UN[FlCATlON 
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• COUNCIL 

• EDUCATION SUBCOMMJnEE 

• RESEARCH SUBCOMMllTEE 
• SCHMP RECOMIttENDATIONS 

• LICENCE EXEMPTION 
• REGULATORY WORKING GROUP 

• NON·MEDlCAL PRACTITIONER 
• ACCREDITATION BOARD · SSR? 

== 

• COUNCIL 
• 3 MEMBER REGISTERS 

• IAMH 
• IRCKM 

• AMHI 
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Implications of the Proposed Regulatory System 
for Traditional Medicinal Products 

Introduction 

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. My name is Aideen Hurley, I am a Committee 
Member of the Irish Association of Health Stores (lAHS) and have had been a 
retailer for 10 years now. I am delighted to be here, and I congratulate the 
Department of Health and Children and the 1MB for having the initiative to organise 
this seminar. Furthermore, I am privileged to be able to present the JAHS position on 
the JMB/SCHMP proposals for the regulation of herbal medicinal products. 

It is well known by now that there are many issues of concern to the industry arising 
from these proposals. I suppose it's fair to say that different issues would be more 
important to certain sections of the industry than to others. Health stores have been 
supplying herbal remedies to the consumer for the best part of 40 years, so for us, as 
retailers, our main concern is that herbal products and food supplements continue to 
be available to the public through our stores. We believe, with our long-standing 
tradition of retailing herbal remedies to the public, our high standards of training, and 
the personal beliefin herbal medicine of all our members and staff, that health stores 
are the most appropriate retail outlet for traditional herbal products. 

Let me state categorically that we are in favour of regulation, but that regulation must 
be appropriate, equitable and workable. 

Regulation requires a fine balance between protecting the public and assuring 
maximum choice, and the key to good regulation is to ensure that balance is 
correct. 

I would like to divide this presentation into four parts:-

Part I ..... Introduction to the IAHS 
Part 2 . .... The Positive Implications of the proposals. 
Part 3 .. .... Issues of concern to us in the 1MB proposals, and some of 

the negative implications of them. 
Part 4 ..... . Suggestions for moving the situation forward, and conclusion. 



Part 1 - The Irish Association of Health Stores 

• The First health store in Ireland opened in the I 960s in Parliament Street, Dublin. 

• The number of health stores have grown rapidly particularly in the 1990's in 
response to growing interest in alternative medicine and natural healthcare. 

• There are now approximately 120 health stores in the Republic of Ireland, and 
most towns, and even some villages, now have at least one health store. 

• The health store is now established as a valuable member of the community and is 
seen as a very useful resource in terms of help, advice and guidance in the matter 
of diet and keeping healthy. 

• Health Stores are very often the ftrst port of call for customers seeking a herbal 
remedy, and as such they are an important link between the consumer and the 
regulators. 

• The lAHS is a professional trade association established in 1986. It now has 74 
members representing over 90 stores. 

• Its main objects are to set standards in the retailing of foods and natural remedies, 
to run training courses and provide qualification for those employed in member 
stores, and to represent and protect members' interests. 

• The IAHS is governed by a Constitution and a Code of Ethics to which all 
members must adhere. 

• The Code of Ethics is a statement of standards expected in member stores. All 
members are required to sign up to the Code of Ethics and are regularly inspected 
by the secretariat to ensure that they abide by it. All new members are designated 
"provisional members" pending inspection and accreditation. It lays down 
standards in the following areas:-

• The Storage, Handling and Sale of Foodstuffs 
• The Storage, Handling and Sale of Food Supplements and Natural 

Remedies 
• Training and Supervision 



Importance of Training 

Training is probably our single most important activity. Because we are engaged in 
helping people to keep well, good training for our staff is absolutely vital. The JAHS 
is recognised as a Trainer by Fas and all our courses are eligible for Fas funding. The 
Certificate and Diploma courses are based on those offered by the UK National 
Association of Health Store's Training School, which are recognised by the UK 
Department of Trade. The lAHS courses are amended to reflect Jrish law and trading 
standards and conditions. 

It is a condition of membership that all staff must undergo the IAHS training program 

• all staff must hold the JAHS Certificate in Health Food Retailing 
• all staff must hold the Royal Society of Health's Certificate in Food Hygiene or 

equivalent 
• all owner/managers must hold the JAHS Diploma in Health Food Retailing 

Protocol of Selling 

A crucially important feature of the training program is the Retail Protocol of 
Selling. This sets out guidelines for the safe retailing of food supplements and natural 
remedies. The Key Guidelines of the Protocol state that natural remedies must not be 
sold in the following circumstances without professional advice:-

• to young children 
• in pregnancy or lactation 
• to customers under medical supervision 
• to customers concomitantly using conventional medicines 



Part 2 - Positive Implications of the IMB/SCHMP Proposals 

It is well known that the SCHMP proposals have been criticised by industry and 
consumer groups alike, for reasons which we will deal with in Part 3. However, the 
proposals do have many positive features, and I think it is only fair to acknowledge 
the positive implications as well as the negative ones:-

I. The public will be assured of good quality, safe products across the board. 

2. This will give our products a good marketing advantage over products obtainable 
elsewhere such as mail order or the Internet which may not be subject to any 
regulation. 

3. Manufacturers will, at long last, be able to make claims for their products, and 
supply further information about them and what benefits they have. 

4. Likewise, consumers will finally have access to proper information about the 
product and what the product is intended for. For many years consumers had to 
speculate, or perhaps consult unreliable sources such as the Internet for 
information on the benefits of herbal remedies. 

5. The position of traditional medicinal products on the market will finally be 
recognised and assured. The regulatory cloud which has hung over thi s type of 
product for as long as I can remember will finally be lifted. 

6. The products will be protected from hostile criticism by detractors of herbal 
medicine. Claims by these sectors such as "they are dangerous" , or "they don't 
work, or "they are unregulated", or "they are contaminated" will all be finally 
shown to be without foundation. 

7. For retailers, we will finally be assured that a product offered to us is above board. 
Our Code Ethics states that all herbal remedies must be manufactured to GMP 
standards. It is fair to say that most retailers tend to stick with the well-known 
major manufacturers who are known to work to these standards. Nevertheless, it 
only takes one of us to be caught out by a rogue product such as the "Cherrydex" 
cream, with disastrous consequences for public health, together with a permanent 
slur on our good reputation. 

Of course, all the above positive implications assume that the proposed system is 
amended appropriately to address some of our concerns which we now go on to 
discuss. 



Part 3 - Negative Implications of the Proposed Regulatory System 

In Part 3, [want to briefly set out the main areas of concern as we see them. [ am 
NOT going to go through the whole document line-by-line, as [ want you all to be 
still awake when ['m finished! 

First of all, let me state that we acknowledge the constraints which SCHMP found 
itself under, namely to adhere to existing medicinal licensing parameters and also to 
conform as far as possible to the emerging draft directive on Traditional Herbal 
Medicinal Products. However, we are not entirely convinced that this was the correct 
approach, as we are concerned about the overall workability of the proposals. We 
would also point out that the EU directive on Traditional Herbal Medicinal Products 
is only a draft, and may change quite substantially as it goes through the various 
stages. 

1. Article 1 - Definitions and Scope 

Definition 
When setting out to regulate a product or group of products, it is first necessary to 
define and delineate that which is to be regulated. [t is acknowledged in the Final 
Report that the definition offered is inadequate. While we acknowledge that it is very 
difficult task, we feel that a good definition is absolutely essential to the success of 
this project, as you cannot even start to regulate such products without knowing 
exactly what they are, and indeed what they are not. 

Scope 
This leads me on to the question of scope, and we are somewhat surprised to find 
what are usually regarded as food supplements, products such as royal jelly, fish oils 
and kelp, among those which may be considered as a medicinal product. Products 
such as these will undoubtedly be accommodated under a later version of the EU 
Food Supplements Directive. [t is not clear from the proposals whether these 
particular products would be considered as traditional medicines in all circumstances 
or if they would still be able to continue as food supplements provided they did not 
make any claims. However, the difficulty of having, for example two kelp products 
on the market - one a medicine and another a food supplement is plain for all to see. 

The definition and scope as presently laid down in the proposals unfortunately has the 
effect of maintaining the food/medicine dichotomy, an issue which has dogged 
previous efforts to regulate in this area. Many herbs are both foods and medicines 
according to the use to which they are put. This is never the case with conventional 
medicines which are always medicines, and therefore any new regulatory system 
needs to recognise and address this unique duality. Garlic is a classic example of this 
dichotomy. Thyme, sage, dandelion and nettle are all examples of this duality that 



spring to mind and strong guidelines need to be drawn up to clearly establish what 
exactly is a Traditional Medicine. 

Implications 
The most important implication of this Article is that substances usually thought of as 
foods or food supplements may become medicinal products. Now, because they are 
essentially foodstuffs, these substances may not readily be evaluated as medicines. 
They may not be amenable to certain GMP requirements, and many will certainly not 
be able to demonstrate 30 years of medicinal use. Therefore well-known substances 
such as royal jelly, kelp, garlic, propolis, blue-green algae may well disappear from 
the market. 

Even if they can be registered as traditional medicines, another implication will be 
that when the Traditional Medicines Directive comes along. Because the Directive 
only covers herbal products, these products will not be accommodated, and will 
presumably be illegal. 

••••••••••••••• 

Article 2 Tbe definition of "Traditional use" 

Under this article "Traditional use" is defined as having been in medicinal use in the 
Community throughout a period of at least 30 years. The thirty-year period may also 
be in specified territories outside the EU, provided that it has been available in the 
EU for at least 15 years. 

Let me quote from page 29 of the 1MB Final Report:-
"It is the opinion of the 1MB and the ad hoc SCHMP that this does not adequately or 
accurately reflect the essential nature of the concept of a traditional medicinal 
product. This 30 year rule fails to accommodate many traditional medicinal products 
that, for one reason or another, cannot provide evidence of continuous medicinal use 
in Ireland or in another EU Member State for 30 years". 

Also from page 30:-
It is the opinion of the 1MB and the ad hoc SCHMP that this provision might restrict 
the number of products from traditions other than the western European tradition 
that would otherwise be eligible for registration under the proposed Directive and by 
extension under the illterim licenSing scheme. 

Implications 
These are our sentiments exactly, but disappointingly, in spite of these reservations, 
these restrictive measures still appear in the 1MB proposals. This Article is 
Eurocentric and discriminates unfairly against non-European traditions. Here's a 



rather revealing excerpt from the Explanatory Memorandum of the EU draft directive 
on Traditional Herbal Medicinal Products:-

In principle, only medicinal use within the Community is relevant since it is very 
difficult to verify whether information on use outside the Community provides a 
reliable basis to conclude on the efficacy and especially the safety of the product. 

How's that for a perfect example of Eurocentric arrogance? 

So, does this means that information on the safety and efficacy of products is 
unreliable if it emanates from countries such as the USA, Canada, Australia, New 
Zealand, Switzerland, Norway, Japan, India, China? Many of these countries have 
much richer traditions of herbal medicine than the EU Member States. 

The main implication of this Article is that many Chinese, African, Ayurvedic or 
American medicines cannot be accommodated. 

Another implication is that this rule will not encourage innovation and the 
development of new products. Innovation is the lifeblood of any industry and must 
not be curtailed. 

• ••••••••••••••••• 

Article 2.3 

lt is unclear whether herbal substances such as whole fragmented or cut plants, plant 
parts, algae fungi lichen in an unprocessed, usually dried but sometimes fresh are 
included in the scope of the proposed system. Would this imply that any plant or 
plant part would be automatically considered a medicine? I can just picture a keen 
gardener saying to his friends" It's been very dry lately, I have to water the 
medicines every day!", or"l think I'll prune the medicines today!". Or what about a 
lady who's just been presented with a bouquet of flowers" What a lovely bunch of 
medicines !". Sorry to be flippant, but I think this clause is just plain ridiculous. 
Plants are plants. They are neither foods or medicines, until they are presented as 
such. 

Implications 
We note from Explanatory Note 4 that vitamin/mineral supplements containing 
nutrients over the RDA are considered as medicines and must be authorised 
according to the Medicinal Products (Licensing and Sale) Regulations 1998 . This is, 
in our view, an over-zealous interpretation of 65165EEC, and as such is unacceptable. 
Also, Explanatory Note 4 appears to rule out combination products especially those 
containing combinations of herbs with vitamins and minerals over the RDA, and 
combinations of herbs with homoepoathic ingredients. This type of product, which 



there are many, would thus be lost to the market. We also note that in Explanatory 
Note 3, herbal teas and juices are considered to fall within the scope of the regulatory 
system. We do not agree that teas or juices are medicines. 

We are not convinced that it is possible to manufacture foods and beverages to 
pharmaceutical standards ofGMP as required by these proposals. Therefore the main 
implication of this Article is that herbal teas and juices will disappear from the 
market because they are essentially foodstuffs and beverages, and not medicines. 

***.*.*.* 

Article 7 Quality Assessment 

Implications 
Some SMEs (Small and Medium-sized Enterprises) have stated to us that they would 
find it very difficult to find the resources to finance the preparation ofQualily 
dossiers and at the same time upgrade their facilities to pharmaceutical standards of 
GMP. Therefore these companies may decide to withdraw from the Irish market and 
continue to supply their home base. For those SMEs located within Ireland, this 
would mean closure and the loss of jobs . 

••••••••• 

Article 9 - Evaluation of Traditional Use 

The same concerns and implications as those expressed under Article 2 also apply 
here. 

• •••••••••••••••• 

Article 10 - Evaluation of Traditional Indication Claims 

Under this Article it is stated that:-
"Medicinal products registered under these regulations shall be available in 

pharmacies only or will be available/or general sale". 

As it is our understanding that this registration scheme only applies to medicinal 
products intended for minor self-treatable conditions, restriction of any of the 
products registered under it to pharmacy is not only totally unnecessary, it is also 
totally unacceptable. 



Implication 
The criteria under which these decisions are made are not elucidated. Depending on 
what basis is used for making these decisions, removal of a significant number of 
products from the shelves of health stores, and their restriction to pharmacy only 
could occur. This is would be an unfair and restrictive practice, and would be 
unjustifiable for products intended for self-treatable conditions. 

**** ••• *************** 

Article 11 

Article 11 .6 states that a product would be refused registration if it would be 
classified as a medicinal product subject to medical prescription. 

Implication 
Bearing in mind that the Herbal Medicines Project was initiated in response to public 
concern about the restriction of St John's wort to prescription, we believe that the 
Herbal Medicinal Project will have failed ifit does not address the issue of the 
prescription control of herbs in some way. In our view, there are too many herbal 
substances which have been confined to POM status. It is difficult to understand why 
some, such as gingko biloba have been confined to prescription at all. This is 
particularly worrying in the absence of a registration system for herbal practitioners, 
as it means that the acknowledged experts in the field of herbal medicines cannot 
prescribe herbal substances to their patients . 

•••••••••••• 

Article 13 - Appeals Procedure 

This makes no provision for an Independent Appeals Procedure. 

implication 
Without recourse to a properly instituted independent appeals process, products could 
be unfairly refused registration. The Appeals Committee must be totally independent 
of both the 1MB and pharmaceutical or competing interests . 

••••••••••• 

Article 14 - Traditional Medicines Unit 

This is the body which will assess products for regi stration. The Article states that :-

"This unit will be adequately resourced and staffed so that it has pharmaceutical, 
medical and herbal assessors ". 



Implication 
In our view this will result in a preponderance of conventional medical assessors, and 
may result in products being denied registration because the medical and 
phannaceutical assessors may not be familiar with herbal products. 

*********** 

Article 15 - Sub-Committee OD Traditional Medicinal Products 

The proposed Sub-committee is to be a sub-committee of the full Advisory 
Committee on Human Medicines, and not a full Advisory Committee in its own right. 

Implications 
We find this proposal disappointing as it affords insufficient autonomy within the 
regulatory structure to allow fair and balanced policy decisions to be made in relation 
to alternative or complementary medicine, because it will always be subservient to 
the Advisory Committee on Human Medicines (ACHM), the membership of which is 
taken exclusively from the field of conventional medicines. Furthennore the proposed 
membership of the proposed sub-committee does not contain any industry nominated 
experts, who would be needed to advise on quality assurance issues or other matters 
which would be unique in the manufacture of herbal medicines. 

* ..... ****"' •• *. 

Article 19 - Advertising 

In Explanatory Note 24, under the heading "The advertisement shall not contain any 
material which :-
c) suggests that the health of the subject can be enhanced by taking the medicine". 

Implication 
This forbids the making of health enhancement claims, which is not acceptable, as the 
health trade regards many herbal and food supplements products to be useful in the 
promotion of health. 

• •••••••• ** ••• 

Well I think that's enough to keep us going for the time being! The above is by no 
means a complete study of all the implications of the Proposals. In Part 4 we now 
turn our attention to what, if anything, can be done to ameliorate or maybe even 
eradicate the negative implications at least as far as we are concerned. 



Part 4 - Suggestions and Solutions 

In this section we present some possible solutions to the problems that we have 
identified. 

I Definition and scope 

It would be best if the term "Traditional Medicinal Product" be confined to bonejide 
traditional medicinal products which are or have been part of an identifiable tradition 
of medicine anywhere in the world, whether herbal or not. Thus if it is found that 
kelp or acidophilus is part of any traditional medicinal system, it could be registered 
as a Traditional medicine. Otherwise it remains as a food supplement. 

Accordingly we formally propose that the following definition of a traditional 
medicinal product be adopted:-

"A Traditional Medicinal product is a medicinal product containing as active 
ingredients, generally herbal substances, herbal preparations, but also other non
herbal substances, that are supplied on the basis of their use in an established 
tradition of practice. 

Traditional use refers to documentary evidence that a substance has been used for a 
period of over 30 years of recorded use anywhere in the worldfor a specific health 
related or medicinal purpose. 

Using the above as a core definition, a set of guidelines should be developed in 
consultation with the industry, to clearly delineate between food supplements and 
traditional medicines. 

2. Route of Sale (Article 10) 

As these regulations cover only those traditional medicines deemed suitable for 
minor, self-treatable conditions, all medicines so registered should all be for general 
sale. 

3. Independent Appeals Process (Article 13 

An independent appeals procedure must be established. 

4. Regulatory Structure (Article 15):-

The IAHS calls for the establishment of a separate Natural Healtbeare Autbority 
under the auspices of the Departlllent of Health and Children, to take responsibility 



for the regulation of all natural health products including traditional medicines as 
well as complementary or alternative practitioners. 

We contend that there would be insufficient autonomy within the proposed structural 
changes within the 1MB to allow equitable policy decisions to be made in relation to 
alternative or complementary medicine. We suggest that the proposed sub-committee 
will not have the power or sufficient autonomy to fairly adjudicate on matters of 
crucial importance to the industry, and will always be subservient to the Advisory 
Committee on Human Medicines (ACHM). The membership of ACHM is exclusive 
to members of the conventional medicine profession. Furthermore the proposed 
membership of the proposed sub-committee does not contain any industry nominated 
experts, who would be needed to advise on quality assurance issues or other matters 
which would be unique in the manufacture of herbal medicines. This could result in 
policy being decided upon which may be detrimental to the equitable evaluation of 
products. 

Furthermore the proposed Traditional Medicines Unit of the 1MB would seem to 
have a preponderance of conventional medical assessors, which may result in biased 
judgements against the registration of traditional medicinal products. 

Conclusion 

We live in a time of unprecedented demand on our public healthcare system, which is 
generally considered to be in crisis. The health system is overburdened as a result of a 
combination of factors including an ageing population, poor dietary habits, lack of 
exercise, unhealthy work practices, pollution, stress, and the over-reliance on 
medication. 

The healthcare system is almost exclusively directed to the treatment of disease, 
rather than the promotion of health, which may have prevented the disease in the first 
place. 

Thousands of people are now turning to lifestyle choices which include good dietary 
practices, stress reduction techniques, plenty of exercise etc. Many choose to 
supplement their diet with natural health products, and there is an increasing body of 
evidence to suggest that food supplements may reduce the risk of chronic disease. 
Rather than clogging up doctors' surgeries, many people choose to treat minor 
ailments with Over-The-Counter remedies. There is a very important role here for 
herbal remedies to contribute to the overall health of the nation, and on doing so may 
relieve some of the pressure from the health system. 



We have been assured by the 1MB, by SCHMP, and by Dr Corrigan himself that the 
purpose of these proposals is to legalise the position of products already existing on 
the market, and that it is not the intention to remove them. However we only have to 
look at Article 2.1 the contentious "30 year rule" to realise that while it may not be 
the intention to remove product, it will certainly have that effect. 

Many of the problems identified in Part 3 emanate from the fact that these proposals 
merely seek to "shoehorn" traditional remedies into a regulatory framework which 
was designed for powerful modem pharmaceuticals. In the case of substances which 
are always medicines this does not present any problems. However, in the case of 
natural substances which may be either medicines or foods it becomes unworkable. 
Can products which are essentially the same exist on the market in two di fferent 
guises i.e a traditional medicine and a food supplement, and if so, on what basis? In 
our view this dichotomy presents almost insurmountable problems, which can only 
really be overcome by a change of tack. That is why we advocate the establishment 
of a new specialised regulatory authority. 

We believe that herbal medicines need a different regulatory approach than 
conventional medicines which reflects their nature and characteristics. Sometimes 
totally new legislation is required. We feel that a golden opportunity has been lost to 
devise a unique regulatory system especially designed for Natural Health Products, 
such as the Canadian system, which would be the envy of the world. Ideally, this 
would be a system which would be more equitable, workable and appropriate 
recognising the nature of the products, especially their complex composition, and 
which would reflect their superb safety profile which is markedly superior to that of 
conventional medicines, and indeed, to that offood. 

Maintaining a Sense of Perspective and The Dangers of Over-regulation 

It is often stated that just because a substance is "natural" doesn't mean it's safe. 
According to the Journal of the American Medical Association, properly researched, 
regulated, prescribed and used drugs are the fourth largest cause of death in the US, 
killing an estimated 100,000 people per year, and injuring in excess of two million . 
500,000 people are killed every year by aspirin alone. Non-steroidal anti
inflammatories (NSAls) are responsible for an estimated 20,000 deaths per year. 
Zyban has killed over 50 in the UK. Paracetamol kills 200 people every year in the 
UK alone. We have no figures for fatalities in Ireland. 

On the other hand, St John's wort has had no reports of deaths in Ireland, the UK or in 
any other EU Member State. Similarly with Gingko biloba. Kava kava has had no 
reports of any adverse reactions either in Ireland or the UK. Kava has a history of 
safe use particularly in the South pacific for centuries. Suddenly over the last two 



years there have been 30 reports of liver damage, but most of these cases, subjects 
were also taking conventional medicines that can also cause liver damage or over
dosing on alcohol. 

These three herbs have been taken off the market, while paracetamol, aspirin, zyban 
and NSAls remain. 

There is clear evidence that under current regulations, proper risk analyses of herbal 
products are not being carried out. The degree of regulation must be proportional to 
the degree of risk. If there is over-regulation of a particular sector, then the regulatory 
system becomes self-defeating and indeed counterproductive in that it gives rise to 
black market conditions, in which there are no regulations or standards whatsoever. 

The hazard or the degree of risk that over-regulation presents is therefore greater than 
that which would prevail if there was no regulation at all . I would urge that a sense of 
proportion prevail so that a fair, appropriate, transparent and workable regulatory 
system emerges for this type of product that we can all have confidence in. 

Thank you for listening. 
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REPRESENTATIVES OF BOTH suppliers and retailers of herbal 
medicines have hit oul at the 1MB's new draft regulations. 

The Irish Association of Health Stores and the Irish Health 

Trade Assoclation have claimed the new legislation has the 
potential to dedmate business in the sector. 

"Tens of thousands of Irish people rely on safe tradilional 
herbal remedies for their primary health care," said Aldeen 
Hurley of the Irish AssodaUon of Health Stores, which 
represents 80 retailers. 

"These people are spending their own money and making 

their own chokes of the kind of health care they want -
very likely saving the Exchequer money," she added. 

Both organisations have been critical of the 1MB's fal1ure 

to offer a definition of a medicine. They do not agree with 
the legal definition of a pharmaceutical medicine being 

applied to tradit ional medicines. arguing that they should 
have their own category. 

The Irish Health Trade Association saId suppliers and 
manufacturers had been seeking regulations for more than 

a decade. 
The organisation added that it has serious reservations wtth 

the format chosen to come up with legislation. but pledged 
to co-operate In the search for appropriate regulat ions. 

"Our concern is that the regulatIons don't formally 

recognIse traditional medicines." explaIned spokesman 

lonathon Griffith. 
"Without formal recognition. traditional medicines are In 

danger of being overwhelmed by the conventional medicine 
system into which they are being drawn." he added. 
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tot era ~are 

(with apologies to Hepler & Strand!) 

"The responsible provision of 
Herbal Medicinal Products for 
the p . ose of achieving 
defmite outcomes that improve 
a patient's quality of life". 

• 

/ 
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COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN CO 

Proposal for a 

TIES 

Brussels, 17.01.2002 

COM(2002) I final 

2002/0008 (COD) 

IRECfIVE OF TB~; EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF TBF; COUNCIL 

• 

• 

amending the Directive 20011831EC 
as regards traditional herbal medicinal products 

• 

. (presented by tbe Commission) 
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Irish Medicines ~Board Scientific 
Committee on Herbal Medicinal 

Products. 

Chair: 

Secretariat: 

Members: 

• 

Dr. D. Corrigan 

Director, School of Pharmacy, TCD. 

Dr. D. Dempsey 

Herbal Medicinal Products 
Project Manager, IMB. 

AromatherapistlPhar macist 

G.P./ Medical Herbalist 

G.P./ TCM Specialist 

Medical Herbalist! Aromatherapist 

Medical Herbalist 

Pharmacognosist 

Phytochemist 
Prof. E. Ernst (External Advisor) 

In attendance: C.E.O., !MB 

Medical Assessor, !MB 

Pharmaceutical Assessor, IMB. 
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Irish Medicines-Board - -

SCIIMP 
Terms of Reference 

• advise in relation to an interim National 
Licensing Scheme pending introduction of EU 
Directive 2002/0008 (COD). 

• the Scheme to be brought in by Regulation not 
Primary Legislation. 

• adequately defme the medicinal products to 
which it relates. 

• adequately" address standards of quality and 
safety. 

• where standard proof of efficacy has not been 
met that, 

- the product should be identifiable . 

- the medicinal claims made be appropriate 
- the interests of public health be 

adequately protected. 



• 

N ational-Licensing ~Seheme 
Institutional Framework 

1. Traditional Medicinal Products Unit. 

- to include herbal assessors. 

2. Sub-Committee on Traditional Medicinal . 
Products. 

- Medical Herbalism 

- Medicine 

- Pharmacy 
• 

- Pha Imacognosy 

- Toxicology 

- Aromatherapy 

- TCM 

- Complementary Medicine 

3. Chair of S-C on TMP to be member of 
ACHM. 

• 



Terms of Refer_ence for - - . - - - -

S-C.T.M.P. 

1. Monitor implementation of scheme. 

2. Establish national listing of approved 
indication claims . 

• 

3. Establish list of approved 
bibliographic sources. . 

-

4L Approve any positive list. 

. Approve any negative list. 

6. General advice and technical support 
to T.M.D. 



• 

.. . • 

it relates. 

- '30 year' rule ex 
. Directive. 

- Australian TGA . 
• 

- Canadian. 

- I A H S. 

,., ~J:il T 

• 



• 

, 

, 

.....,riticism 0 irective 

1. 30 year rule. • 

-

-
not definition of 'tradition' 

extension of timeframe of "well
established use" 

: 2. Exclusion of Ethnic Medicines 

- discriminatory on ethnic grounds 
• 

- does not provide consumer protection , 

- reduces licit consumer access 



• 

, 
• , . 

• 

Contamination of Et ic Products with 
Synthetic Drugs and Minerals 

Steroids 

Phenylbutazone 

Benzodiazepines 

Arsenic 

Lead 
• 

Mercury 'Shu Gan Wan' 

• 

Of 11 Chinese Herbal Creams for Eczema - 8 
contained Dexamethasone 



ustra ian 

Complementary Medicines Evaluation 
Comlnittee 

"Traditional use refers to documentary 
evidence that a substance has been used 
over three or more generations of recorded 
use for a specific health related or medicinal 
purpose". 

• 

, 
• 
• 

, 

, 

, 



Canadian Definition 
Natural health products are products manufactured, sold or represented 

for use in:-
• 

(i) The diagnosis, treatment, mitigation or prevention of a disease, disorder, 
or abnormal physical state or its symptoms in humans; 

(ii) Restoring or correcting organic functions in humans, or 
(iii) Maintaining or promoting health or otherwise modifying organic 

functions in humans. 
Specifically, medicinal ingredients of Natural Health Products are those set 

out below, alone or in combination. 
(a) a homoeopathic preparation. 
(b) a substance or substances used as a traditional medicine, including, but 

not limited to, a substance used as a traditional Chinese medicine, a 
traditional Ayurvedic medicine or a North American aboriginal 
medicine, and 

(c) a mineral or a trace element, a vitamin, an amino acid, an essential fatty 
acid or other botanical, animal or micro-organism derived substance. 

, 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 



u mitte e Inition 
• 

"A traditional medicinal product is a 
medicinal product containing as active 
ingredients, generally herbal substances, 

• 

herbal preparations but also other non-
herbal substances, that are supplied on the 
basis of their use in an established tradition 
of practice". 

• 

, 
• 
• 

, 
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• 

• 

De ·tion of Complementary 
Medicine 

" 

(D.M.J 1999;319:693-696 (11 Sept) 

, 
• 

, 
, 

"Complementary and Alternative Medicine 
~CAM) is a broad domain of healing resources 

I , 

tlhat encompasses all health systems, 
modalities and practices and their 
accompanying theories and beliefs, other than 
I 

those intrinsic to the politically dominant 
, 

health system' of a particular society or culture 
in a given historical period. 

CAM includes all such praCtices and ideas 
self-defmed by their users as preventing or 
treating illness or promoting health and well
being. Boundaries within CAM and between 
the CAM domain and that of the dominant 
system are not always sharp or fixed". 

,. 
• , 
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Possible Definition of "Traditional 
Medicinal Product" 

A traditional medicinal product is a medicinal 
product used in a system of medicine (other than that 

, intrinsic to the politically dominant health system of 
: a particular society, or culture in a given historical 

period) which is self-defined by its practitioners or 
, by its users as preventing or treating illness or 

promoting health and well being". 



----R-epuhlie-of-Ireland.--_____ _ 
Scope of Proposed National Scheme 

, 
" 

1. Herbal Medicinal products that have a proven 
traditional use. • 

2. Additional classes of traditional medicinal 
products. 

• 
• 
• 

Fish oils 

Royal jelly 

Kelp 

• Activated Charcoal 

• Chinese products 

• A yurvedic products 

, 

• Other ethnic products 
(Anthroposophic products?) 

, 
• , 

, 

• 



• -

• • 

3. Products included only with medical 
claims. 

• Essential oils for external use. 

• Herbal teas. 

• Topical Aloe Vera products 

• Herbal juices 

• 

, 
• 
• 

, 

, 

• 

• 

• 
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Republic' of Irela-nd-------
Scope of Proposed National Scheme 

4. Combination products. 

• Traditional combinations. 

• Combinations which are not traditional? 

• Traditional plus vitamins? 

5. Products to be excluded. 

• Those covered by Poisons Act and Misuse of 
Drugs Act etc. 

• Vitamin products. 

• Mineral products. 

• . Homoeopathic products . 
. 

• Bach and similar flower remedies. 

• 

, 
• • , . 

• 

, 

• 



• 
• -

-

• N.f.G. on uality of 

for lIMP's 

• P.T.C. on Good Agricultural 
• 

and Collection Practice for 
starting materials of herbal 

• • ongm. 

• 
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Herbal MeilicinarProducts 

The purpose of Quality Control. 

1. Proof of identity. 

2. Proof of quantity present 

3. Proof of phytochemicals present. 

4. Proof of purity . 

- absence of other plants 

- absence of pesticides 

- absence of heavy metals 
• 

- absence of bacteria and fungi 

- absence of mycotoxins 

- absence of rodent/insect filth 

- absence of fumigants 

- absence of synthetic drugs 

QC/QA amenable to External Audit. 



• 

• • 

Pharmacopoelal oilographs 

European Phannacopoeia 
101 Plant Monographs in 2002 Edn. 

National Pharmacopoeia's 
French, German 
Swiss, Italian . 

Chinese, Japanese 

. 

British Herbal Pharmacopoeia 

W.H.O. Monographs 



• 

--. - -

MANUFACTURE OF HERBAL MEDICINAL PRODUCTS 

Principle 
Because of their often complex and variable nature. and the number and small quantity of 
defined active lngredients. control of starting materials, storage and processing assume 
particular importance in the manufacture of herbal medicinal products. 

Premises 

Storage areas 

1. Crude (l.e. unprocessed) plants should be stored in separate areas. The sUlrage area should 
-be well ventilated and be equipped in such a way as to give protection against. the entry of 
insects or other animals, especially rodents. Effective measures should be taken to prevent 
the spread of any such animals and micro-organisms brought in with the crude plant and to 

prevent cross-contamlnation. Containers should ~e located in such a way as to allow free 
air clrculatlon. 

2. Special attention should be paid to the cleanliness and good maintenance of the storage 
areas particularly when dust Is generated. 

3. Storage of plants, extracts, tinctures and other preparations may require speCial conditions 
of humidity, .temperature or light protectJon:' these conditions should be provided and 
monitored. 

Production area 

4. Spectfic proviSions s hould be taken during sampUng, weighing. mixing and processing 
operations of crude plants whenever dust Is generated, to facilitate cleaning and to avoid 
aoss-contamination. as for example, dust extraction, dedicated premises, etc. 

Documentation 

SpeciBcaUons for starting materials 

5. Apart from the data described In General Guide (chapter 4, point 4.11). specifications for 
medidnal crude plants should include, as far as poSSible: 

-

-

the botanical name (with. If appropriate, the name of the originator of the 
dassiHcation. e.g. Unnaeus) : 

the details of the source of the plant (country or region of origin , and where 
applicable, cultivation, lime of harvesting, collection procedures. possible pesticides 
used. etc.): 

101 
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Medicinal Products for Human 
and Veterinary-Use: 

Good Manufacturing Practices. 

A nex 7. 

Manufacture of Herbal Medicinal 
Products. 

8 Quality Control. 

Quality control personnel should have 
particular expertise in herbal medicinal 
products in order to be able to carry out 
identification tests and recognise 
adulteration, the presence of fungal 
growth, infestations, non-uniformity 
within a delivery of crude plants etc. 

(Eudralex vol. 4) 

• 



uali Guidelines for Herbal 
. 

edicinal Products. 
1. EU Guideline on Quality of Herbal Medicinal 

Products. 
2. EU Guideline on Good Manufacturing Practice 

(GMP) for Herbal Medicinal Products. 
3. Guidelines for Good Agricultural Practice (GAP) for 

Medicinal and Aromatic Plants. 
4. European Pharmacopoeia Monograph. Products of 

Herbal Origin. 
S. 0 Guidelines on Quality Control Methods for 

Medicinal Plant Materials. 
6. 0 Supplementary Guidelines for the 

Manufacture of Herbal Medicinal Products (GMP). 

• 

• 
• , 

• 

• 

, 



BRITISH HERBAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATION (BHMA) 

(fode of Good Practice June 2000 

H RBAL REMEDIES -EXEMPT FROM LICENSING 

Definitions , 
Words :lJ1d phr.l.S1!S appearing in italics shall be 
defll1!!Ci according to the meaning ascribed to them by 
thb M~icincs Act I YMI. and. in the ~ of the tenn , 
' Iterb:!.1 Prnctitiom:r-_ shall rn: defined as any person 
wbo sells. supplies. IUJllufuctures or 3Ssernbles a 
h~bal n.-m.cdy exempt from licensing in du:: course of 
a busint:SS in compliance with the conditions 
prbcribcd by Section 12 (I) (,) >od (b) ofllm' Act. 

J embtrs Declaration 
TIle member ::tgrccs to uphold the objects. standards 
:mtl requirements prescribed by this Code of Good 
Prpcticc ilnd to co-opcrnte with the British Herbal 
Mpdicim: Association (BHMA) and the United 
Kingdom Mcdicint:s Control Agency (MeA) in 
ret ulating and promoting compliance with the Code 
~ relevant United Kingdom and Europt!all 
le~isbtiol1 and rcgubtions governing herbal remedies 
exempt from licensing. 

o ject 
To promote the safet\' and efficac\' of herbal remedies 
exbmpt from licel~ing by prescribing a clear 
rdmework of Good Pr::lctice within the United 
Kingdom and applicable European h:gislation 'with 
thb objt:Ct of proh:cting the health and well being of 
thF patient/custOlm:r when choosing an unlicensed 
Hl:rh'IJ Remf.!t.i,'. -

R~w MnteriaJs 
I 11.: use of all ingn:dicnts excluding excipients used 
in the manufucture of a herbal remedy exempt from 
li ensing shall. in so fur as such ingredients appear. 
cdmply ,,'ith the status and c3tcgory prescribed by the 
prbvisions of the M!.:dicillcs (Products Other Than 
Veterinary Drugs) (General Sale List) Order 19K4, as 
arllendcd and the Medicines (Retail Sale or Supply of 
Hbrbal Rt::.medics) Order 1977 and all other 
rc~ulatiolls. restrictions or requirements as may from 
tiartc to time be applicable to the use of such -
. I red-IIlg . lents, 

2 ('\11 ingredients !.:xcluding excipients used in the 
manufacture of a herbal rcmedv exempt from 
li6cnsing sh:lU conform to standards prescribed in the 
r91evant sections ofthc publications referred to in 
Schedule I, 

-

Manufacture 
3 All procedures followed ilIld processes used in the 
manufacture of a herbal remedy exempt from 
licensing shall. save in the case of those prepared by a 
herbal practitioner. confonn to the standards 
reconunended by Her Majesty: s Govenunent (HMG) 
publication 'A Guide to Good Ma.nufucturing 
Practice' or such other HMG publication as may 
from time to time n=plaet: or amend the same. 

. 
4 The substances referred to in Schedule 11 shall not 
be included as ingredients in £he manuf:lcture of any 
herbal remedy exempt from licensing. 

Labelling 
5 The lahdling of all container.l· and packages used 
in the storage of herbal [emedies exempt from 
li~ing for the purpose of marketing. sale or other 
provision to the public shall 'comply widl all relevant 
regulations made pursWlllt to section H5( 1) Medicines 
Act and.. where appropriate with other provisions of 
that Act and pursuant regulations regarding the r 
inclusions of appropriate! quantifaffve particulars 
and,. in any event. with EC Directive (92fl7 ECl. 

'. 

Quality Defects & Adverse Reactions 
6 Any member who suspects a herbal renu:dy exempt 
from lic~ing of being defective. either as a result of 
ifs qualitative standards or as a result of;m adverse 
reaction suffered by a patient/customer. shall report 
full details of the defect to the BHMA who may. at 
their discretion pass the report to the Detect 
Medicines Reporting Centre or the Adverse 
ReactionIPhannacovigilance Group in the MCA. 

7 All members shall respond promptly and 
responsibly to any warnings issued by either the 
BHMA or the MeA concerning the quality or safety 
of any herbal remedy exempt from licensing products. 

Enforcement 
H The regulation of this Code of Good Prnctice shall 
be the responsibility of the BHMA who \\,ill work 
with the support and co-oper::ltion of the MCA 
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CODE OF GOOD PRACfICE (HERBAL REMEDIES EXEMPT FROM LICENSING) 

-. . 

Schedule I 
Publications 

The Ellropea11 PhUl macopoeia 

-

The British Phaflllacopoeia/C..~()mpel1"ia 

The British Herhal Pharmacopoeia 

The Chinese Phalmacopoeia 

The Japanese Pharmacopoeia 

Schedule 11 
Prohibited Substances 

Heavy metals or their c:hemical deriv((lil'e~' 

Synthetic medicinal ,mbslanc:es 

Suhstonces derived from lpet.'ie,\' currently .w.:heduleJ ill 'he 
Convelllioll ouIII/emotional Trade ill Endangered .~i)C! c:ie.'i 
(TrES) 

• 



, 

, 

EU Definitions 
Traditional Medicines Directive 

Labelling 
, - Herbal Medicinal product for traditional use in a 

specified indication. 

• 
, 

• 

• 

- efficacy has not been clinically proven but relies 
exclusively on long-term use and experience. 

- user should consult a doctor or a qualified 
practitioner if the symptoms persist. 

- The nature of the tradition may be required to be 
stated. 

, 



" 

lAdequately "address standards 
" 

of safe 

• No toxicity tests required. 

• Bibliographic evidence 

- ESCOP monographs 

- 0 monographs 

- articles in scientific journals 
" 

- relevant reference texts 

• Expert report could validate 
traditional knowledge and " 

• expenence. 



• 

• 

Appropriate M-edicinal Claims 

• Wording proposed by applicant 

• 

• Justified by expert 

No clinical trials needed 

• Justified by bibliographic evidence 

- ESCOP monographs 
• 

- 0 monographs 

- Commission E monographs 

!Avis aux Fabricants 

ustralian CMEC 

. -
• , 

, 
, 



- French. Avis Aux--Fabricants . -. - - - -

Indication Claims 
• 

• Traditionally used in the treatment of 
minor circulatory disorders. 

• Traditionally used in travel sickness. 

• Traditionally used in the symptomatic 
treatment of neurotonic conditions of 
adults arid children notably in cases 
of mild disorders of sleep. 

• Traditionally used in subjective signs 
of venous insufficiency such as heavy 
legs (Topical) . 

• 



• 

-

Australian TGA 
Indication 

• May help increase joint mobility 

associated with arthritis. 

• F or the symptomatic relief of 
I premenstrual tension syndrome. 

• 

• 

• 

Helps relieve nervous tension, 
stress and mild anxiety. 

To help maintain blood circulation 
to the peripheral areas of the body 
such as the legs, hands and feet. 

Fornmla to support the liver. 

• 

• 



• 

- . - . -

Public Health 
Be Adequately Protected 

• 

- Products not meeting minimum 
quality standards. 

-

-

Products which are unsafe under 
normal conditions of use . 

• 

Products whose labels or 
advertising is untruthful. 

• 

-

• 



.' . 

• 

Implications oTN-ational LIcensing 
Scheme 

• Derogation from "normal" regulatory process. 

• Reduced burden on manufacturers. 

• No expensive Phannacotoxicological tests. 

• Expert Report to collate Bibliographic and 
Empirical Evidence of Safety. 

• 

• No expensive clinical trials 

• 

- Expert Report to incorporate 
evidence from herbal 
practitioners . 

• Applicant to propose and justify wording of 
indication claim. 

• 

. -

• 

• 

./ 
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• 

. - . - - -

Advantages of National 
Licensing Scheme 

I . Products with defmed Regulatory 
Status. 

• 

2. Enhanced consumer protection. 

B. Independent audit of Quality and 
Safety . 

• 

4. Accuracy check on information to the 
consumer. -

5. Prevention of safety problems through 
improved Quality Assurance. I . 
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• 

MAKE USE OF MY BELOVED PLANTS .... 

BUT MAKE SURE THAT YOU GO AND SEE 
YOUR DOCTOR WH ENEVER IT BECOMES 
NECESSARY. 

TO TRUST IN NATURE DOES NOT MEAN 
THAT YOU ST DEPRIVE YOURSELF OF 
THE DISCOVERIES OF SCIENCE. 

I 

• 

• 

o 

, 



, ~ ... , ... 
• m .. 

Depuhi- Ii' ofPharu.coposy in tbo lhi'jsJ, 

Isles. ux 

Wc ha... III d· • " .• ·'H_. eo,. tbo _ of 

We hav.: aD ill," 'at 

as lead IJIOlocuIes 1br DCW drup. 

through my work as Cbti'jlCI50u of ibo BSCOP Coiiriliittee ova the past 

eIcw:u )"CAll, in tbD n~ 

(1MB) 

, , Bad· ,. , 
-t o. Ill • • " "," ....... ,,0.1, 

It was a 

'Jbet Is wbae !be pIIIIt iIooIf 

products 

mo,the 2OO1183/EC as 

n.. iipjIIO,± adopted by this did 

d· III tbo p .-"'.,. 

fur !DC to be hrviI<:d to wtablish &Dd 

of MI"ficnI Habdiste • 

I Y Medjoine and rCM Special"'. who constructireJ:y and ... " -" ,. 

specialist staff from the 1MB to fulfil. in a 'in ely , iI b 

fiom the ofHcaJtb Bad Child, '"' to tbo 1MB. taws .. ac 

as fullows:-

2 

• 



To advise the MjrbsleJ in n>lation to an 
Scbon .. pervling illlIoductioa 200210008 (COD). 

Th-t it sbouId adequately de6 .... the lIo1icjna) products to whicb it 
reJat ... 

Tbal it sbould adequately eM, , 

And "hero "",ndard proof of efficacy has not ""'" met lbat, 
• the product should be identifiable 
• 

• 

• 

It is jllqlOUant to consjdc:r tNse TaUb of Refeaenre carefully to establish CAnrtly 

what we "ere aslced to do aud equally and more iilq>OJ1Bntly what we WCle DOt asked 

to do. 

I. W. Wet. not .e!ced to advise !be Mioister fur }{eahb on Statutory Self 

IleiuIation (SSR) fur be.tbal pr .. titio...... W. did draw !be Miliict" 's atWrtlon to the 

~eIe iequhcd to hold a maDllfictur6l& 1iccme and to have individual 

product fur """h and every _poreneous p' ..... iption they 

2. We wae not ae!ced to review the list of plants wbidt are on the preSCIiption 

only list iD Jrrland. Tbac is a recc>s"j'ion that thoe are well C'ltablisbd procedUles 

fin deaegu1e1iug a pie s ::tiption only product to an over the countCl' product. 

3. We Wete DOt "sked to devise a new itgnlatory age D,"}, or system. fur traditional 

nolir:inal phKhJCts. It was and indeed atiD. is OpeD to a Mb1istcr for Haltb and the 

OO\leUlllkllt of the day to est.ab1i.1h an EXpeit Committee to advise on such a new 

J 

• 



•• 

I'IUWOry agency and structure. Tbe pre9Cllt Minista fur Health aod c.bj1dren chose 

not to do that, but chose io5tead to ask ~ Irish Mcdjciw, Board to advise on an 

• 

Europeo. Court of In.'e. I would .1", pain! out to tho", """'meutly oppoocd to Jbo 

definition of .. Jio,odirine as 801 out in 6S/651EEC tlvrt Jbo Member States did have an 

opportunilylalt )'081", dlll'iDg Jbo review of PLa"Da MWllegNation wbjob led to Jbo 
• 

Codltled Human Mrdic~ Dhecli'w> 2OO1I83IEC, to revise Jbo definitioo of a 

rnd'rina1 product and they 'cho" not to do so. 

Fram.ework. 

The SOIMP hu 
• 

r"",urced and 

adequotcly 

Trd'tional Medir.in£. Unit (TMU) within Jbo 1MB. The 

- will ihchJde I:wis:bai '~e'!()JI i.e. thole with iblU:e1 ech..;.oon aDd training in 

babal··Miou .. aDd its practice, who win work alonasidc p 

Safety and tho", ju.ll~ Jbo lndIcatioo claims wbjob will dnlw tosethor .",,,i,. .. 1I 

evidence IIDd crucially the experience of practirluaw:s u well u the availeh'e 

. That TMU will be suppOrted by a mnJtidiocq.JiIl!IJY llnboo . ~ 00 TradiIional 

M..t;cina1 Producta (STMP). The mnJtidjsciplinary nature of tha! STMP is viI'l. 

having this 5'J~mmitt= established 88 a full Statutory Committee was dj".nasro but 

prirnery Iogk1ation, it oould 001 liIIl within Jbo TOims of iWfiorw"". The SCHMP 

was of one mind over the question oftbe tmlJtidiscip1iuary Ulr:D·M,ship, believing that 

otrength iJ buih 00 diverBity. The and proti ....,nal iod"P"nd..- of those 

be in jeopardy if 

4 



• 

• 

I 

• 

The Iesaons ."vd by my coJlcesuas aDd I about the ",.d JDr, aDd ""b", of 

establish a CohOilittce on Herbal MedicineJ Prvd\Alts (CHMP) 

"~ " ~ .. " This Co "1 " ." "". 

""""" plants and two pfactitimw::as 

the JWVPOIIl to 

the EMEA ill 

aID .... I 
• 

" " " . 01 - .. 
ill the field of 

-rwo scJ,nttrts pwtinJurly quaJ1JIH In tMJlIld 01 dnqp. *JI".dcd by thtI FlIropom 
, 

Parliament 0" the' basis oftMIr ptJ11icular qua/ljlcafi01l8 In that ~U' to the Board of 
• 

!he EuroJl".n Momtorlng Centre JDr Drugs aDd Drug Addicriou under Council 

R.cguIaIion (EEC) No. 302193. 

• 

To avoid lIlY miSIIMel $Isnding I have in wind the appo ''''U ", " of IIII1 

ocientisIs such .. Proulitor Amold VIictiock of Belgium, Prowsnr FJ1IIl<O Vincicri of 

Certainly my wq;eti ...... of working with berbal 

How else Mn the rcquih- IIM ilt that the ef6cacy is 

plauSIble on the basis of long-tenu usc and. experienee (my emphasis) be adequately 
• 

5 

• 

-'. 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

that we 

Wo fi>1IIId owoelwo m" with a 1iwIIy 0CHlaIIed de6 .. j.iou.- the 30 ,ear rw.. from the 

"fb=t 30 Jew rule is mt an er'-oqmrte 
·trad:.:....-1 _ft. but· • T_ -_.... it IS wrong. w my 

pQsonal opi;o:icm it is liW'e!y an cshmsK'D oftbc Ih'41Iftarntl of "weD-4:slabHsbtd 11"'· 

la let out iD ArdQIe 10.1.a.(1i) oftbc a", .. " McdioiDes Diroctivc (2001l831EC). 

(a) 'I'hI appIl""" sha/1not be ,."qub~ 10 pt'<1'fItk 'M ruuJu of ,t»dcoIogfcDl and 
pI"'''"1IC01ogIcol taU or 'M ruuJtr of clbt/cDl trlDl3IfM ..." .,_ ate: 

(I/) 

• 

its 

thot .tM co~tltumt or colUtitumt. of /M m,dtcinal product have a well 
utr1b/tsMd motJlcllll1i "". with recogniwf offIcacy mill Q1I fJCC¥jJttJbk Ine1 of 
",,"1)1, by __ of a dltDJW ",,1fIIjIc blblk>graplry. 

I • ftom 10 ID 30 )'\Aill • ....... , •. •• I 

... " .. , ... .. -. 

Pills. It might have bero thought that such OCC'''iI$lW, WWe a thing of the past but 

the "'"'. of '.ports iD the tint 3 months of Ibis year sbow the 11""<1 ID iIwb,d. the .. 

CQDSIlOef access to the valuable pbax"iPCOpoeias of those ethnjc traditions. 
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• 

• 

• 
The SCHMP m:I the 1MB ha.., ","d. knoWII our • • • mlsgrvma' 

without so fBr. The 
• 

"'f~ 10 tIocumollklry mJma that a ~ hoa bun u.rod uv.r IN .~ or »AA. 

generaIIo1U of lYcortltd .... for a 4 edf/c hollilh "'atod or ",ed/cI""] ...... Ther. 

was 20, 90 wtI woUld have bit- il lQ{Wtina: evidence of use over 60 )an& This W8I 

,,,, then tba EU'. 30 yec .. Wc ....... am swpii"d . ' ., " '. 11 

d trMitio'llli '". m:I !bat a I ... ,,, •• 

0... balpful 
• 

of H .. !tb Sto","wh;"h teM"S to ...... In an utabli.shod tradiJton of prr1dtu". 

the 

'- -.. ",' 

The definition I pot 

some of tba pi 

fat hard fbr djscllssion l!tte"'lib to do that by bouowiug from 

. "., .. ' .... iD the Cocbnme CoDnbot6tjon'S 

This refb;;ts a pc:lsona! 

does not XCpU,)! .. l the thinking of the SCHMP. 

Po,'hlc Definition of"Traditioual MeditJnal Ptooncts" 

• 

of 

7 

• 

, 
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I 

• 

Scheme is hma::Jcr than the DiJectlVB, 1btly 
, 

IxcaUtre the ca:rty d1'8. of ~ DIrective were lLKhC inchuriW than 

the co1cj"'1ed 

, " .,," " 

, - ......... 

• I11III viI.",j". would be included I11III !bot tbe Jcvels of vii . " " . ~ 
, , 

wiIlbc 

,Supp. 

ill liDo with BU 'DD" if tbe DI .... Food , 
, , 

·'11 " "', ~ prlmj" 

• opposed to tbe RDA" CWlO"'1r iD li>rc:e, tiN " tbo.., USL's woUld aloo apply to 
• " " ,, '" .. " 

, 

to develop GnjdClIi,aes iD cOtu ,101 '. ... . , 
Our~ to tbe lepOlt 

" 

Adei.ately Add .... StwndJrda o(QuaUty. 

lbr HMP ... set 0111 by tbe !!MEA or aJobally by tbe World Health Or8anisalion 

would do pmM to e!jminate many of the adverse lCW;tious reported to bavrJ been 

,",,,sed by HMPs. Far tOo "''''y oftbe samm toxicity probJams repwtcd withHMP'. 
have, aBa 

00t :!Ome otber toxic plaDl, an undeclared syntbctic drug or ,an OII\IiromlEii,a! 

8Rt ea,ily prevcutable by proper impJemcntation of QuaJity 
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• 

• 

jhOlUCOls 

from the \laIC of plent materials iD lIWlicnlar . .. 'I'bIft -hu blXu et"· ; " ~ ~ ... 
a_ous but "'>"'-" llDoiobks lit the pwpo ... lif 1110 "Quality 

1. 
2-
3 . 

the 10110 w ilia 

COIItroL 

- abseucc ofmycotox ih9 

- of rodeatfj. Met filth 
--

It is surely Iloo in ibe Im ,-. "'" . 
sbouldbe 

CoI)!I'U'''' (1 with 

• 
ill Norio1lll 

u ......... , Ph ' . 
llQUIU HI-h"COpo<IA II1II1 tbc HomuOllp"hIc 

• 

iD !be EUlOplIll 

Clcrmm, Swiss) II1II1. iD 

What I JlDd 

(N.£G) and that 1ht Pojll" to Co_mer (PTC) 011 Good 
• 

AgriculIuralIllll1 CuJlo.tion Pnctice ,"",,,oIly am .. ftom O"jdelhws devoilopcd by the . . 

GroWClS 

1hc proactivc positive 

BHMA wblch I bad 1ht pli>ik:ge to 

Good i>ractioc for HaW 

It " IS 

" ' ..... I .. .. ... " 

~ L" . .&Wm ~JU!lsmg 

to 

•• tbc 

My 

It is vital tbrrt 

the cftilrts of those conI! "ated to Quality Control .iud Assuro_ should be ICCOgnized 
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• 

• 

• 

Tha SdIomc, ill lIao "itb tbD DilwtiYe, 

uq .. idu. tbot _ I ."" toxicity 

• 

Tha 

• 

~. Tha liIea 11 !bot tbD 

a 

be 

of 

ad trnlbfiulv" by the ~Jicatd's Bxpert. 

bIirdeu oC 11 liom tbo 

ftom BSCOP, WHO or Q ...... inion E Mo""Si"r'"', SWill 

hurt· aDd coq»jIetjom mcb 81 MiD. aod Bone. ThD vromiha' to be BIlc :d bctWoen 
tbo 

Tha was aIoo 

!pod 8Ild _0"-1 by tbD CMBC aDd ltCOI"Wd the'V81uc of 

are those which do DDt n",et witl;m"m Quality SterydSrds 
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• 

• • 
11 11 .. " iltbfid 

• 

c ......... 
There..., a 

No I '.., w' t • .. . .... 

. .. "",,,-

• 

• 

of' .1' t. L 
" ''' ' .. ,,,. , .. ,,, .. 

• • n ftom Iba Directive • .... -.. .... . 

appllcom 11 !wo will be able to propose aut judy Iba woming of tbo: 
• ri' liI D mim " ........ 

• 

• 

~DS'tIIJleI' protection will be eMancal through indcp. udent Audit, of Quality aDd 

s~ and through cba:ks OD Iba """""""y of Iba inli)j" .. tion being mede aV1lilable. 

Many of. the probkllls will be prevented through h'quoved edh("jCia to 

Quality Control. 
• • • 
All of th<oe arc worthwbiJe· and achieVi'bie. However. their 

I1 

• 

• • 



• 

• 
ftom 

. """,. - .. 
" "" ' \ HarbaIIIt, 

.... _ afllfJ'. blla," pbmts aIJtnM all 111 benign cotIIfItImu. /hit __ SIft 

t/M" JIOII go eIIfd _ ~ i)o.r;f{1r ..",.,.."" It ~ To l1'1l8I111 NoIJn 

,to" __ rhtit ,IOU _ .tJ.prlH YDII'-'f of-

that 

Pno I . ." ' -0. 

-... '. ". 
• 

. , .. . , ~ 

We 10 

.-. , ." , -. 80'" tbD ml 
We ,"'Od to .... d!Is fill' tbo IxDIIIt afan afm_bo lID1 

aed We cIon\ ~ an the hi • IOtaRy I "" ' .. ,, ' .. 
• 

The 

Bmopwll1 "tal it dID .. , -.,. , • 

• 

• • 
• 

• 

• 

• 
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Seminar Programme 
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Date: 

Venue: 

8.30 - 9.00 

9.00 - 9.10 

Session 1 

9.10 - 9.30 

9.30 - 10.10 

10.10 - 10.30 

Session 2 

10.30 - 10.50 

10.50 - 11.10 

IRISH MEDICINES BOARD SEMINAR 

Implications of the PfQJ)Osed Regulatory System for Traditional 
Medicinal Products 

Seminar Programme 

Z"" MayZOOZ 

Hilton Dublin Hotel, Chademont Place, Dublin 2 

Registration 

Opening Address - Prof. Frank Hallioan, Chief Executive, 
Irish Medicines Board. 

Introduction to Regulation of Traditional Medicinal 
Products. 
Chairperson: Prof. Frank HaUinan, Chief Executive, Irish 
Medicines Board. 

'The Proposed Interim National Licensing Scheme - An 
OvemeW 
Dr. Dairine Dempsey, Herbal Medicines Project Manager, Irish 
Medicines Board. 

"The Traditional Medicines Directive' 
~ir. Richard Wood6c1d, Herbal Policy Manager, Medicines 
Control Agency, UK. 

COFFEE 

Direct to the Consumer 
Chairperson: Dr. Joan Gi/var.ry; Medical Director, Irish 
Medicines Board. 

' Implications for the Herbalist' 
Ms. Hc1en McCormack, Herbalist. 

' lmplications for the Consumer' 
Ms. Bred.a Dooley, Consumer Representative Member of the Irish 
Medicines Board. 



11.10 - 11.30 

11.30 - 11.50 

11.50 - 12.30 

12.30 - 13.00 

13.00 - 14.20 

Session 3 

14.20 - 14.40 

14.40 - 15.00 

15.00 - 15.20 

15.20 - 15.40 

15.40 - 16.40 

16.40 - 16.50 

16.50- 17.00 

<Implications for the Community Phannacist' 
Ms. Gera1dinc Lavcllc, Communi£), Phaonacist. 

'Retail Implications - Health Food Stores' 
Ms. Aideen Hurley, lrish Association of HcaJth Stores. 

KEYNafB S]lBAKBR - pr. Qcsmond Corrigan. Qirector of 
the School ofPharmae.y. Trinity College Dubljn, 

Panel Discussion 

LUNCH 

Implications for the IndusUJ' 
Chairperson: Ms. Sue R3ttigan, Chairperson, Irish Health 
Trade Association. 

'Implications for the Industry &om an IndusCl)' Perspective' 
Mr. Jonathon Griffith, Lrish Health Trade Association. 

Wholesale and Manufacture - Getting Licensed' 
l\.1r. John Lynch, Director o f Inspection. Irish Medicines Board. 

'Product Registration - What is involved?' 
Dr. Rlaine Breslin, Senior Medical Officer, Irish Medicines Board. 

'Pharmacovigilance - What is required?' 
Ms. Niamh Arthur:, Phannacovigilance Co-ordinacoc, Irish 
Meclicines Board. 

Panel Discussion. 

Close of Meeting. 
Dr. Dairine Deropsey, HerbaJ Medicines Project Manager, Irish 
Medicines Board. 

COFFEE 
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